
Status of Drought Briefing: August 2021 

 

Maps: 

Below are the latest maps including the US Drought Monitor map for Texas and the Palmer Hydrological 

Drought Index map. The US Drought Monitor map indicates that our District is within drought condition 

“No Drought” and the Palmer Hydrological Drought Index indicates “Very Moist” conditions. These maps 

have been collected and will be part of the District’s 2021 Annual Report. 

District Drought Triggers: 

As of August 4th, the Pedernales River drought trigger indicates 60+ consecutive days of discharge flows 

above the drought stage ‘Alarm’ and 0 consecutive days below the drought stage ‘Critical’. The Blanco 

River drought trigger indicates 60+ consecutive days of discharge flows above the drought stage ‘Alarm’ 

and 0 consecutive days of discharge flows below the drought stage ‘Critical’. To move out of drought 

stage ‘Alarm’ or into drought stage ‘Critical’, both rivers must have 60 consecutive days of flow above or 

30 consecutive days of flow below the drought stage, respectively. The District’s third trigger, the 

Palmer Hydrological Drought Index, shows ‘Very Moist’ conditions. 

Recommended Drought Stage: 

The drought recommendation for HTGCD is to move into “No Drought – Voluntary Conservation” 

stage. 

 

 

 

Jacob’s Well Groundwater Management Zone Drought Triggers: 

At the end of every month, the average discharge rate at Jacob’s Well is calculated in order to determine 

which drought cutback amount will be applied to the Jacob’s Well GMZ for the following month. The 

running 10-day average as of July 31st indicates that the discharge at Jacob’s Well is 4.25 cubic feet per 



second. The trigger for the 20% Curtailment is an average discharge below 5 cubic feet per second and 

above 3 cubic feet per second. 

Recommended Drought Curtailment for Jacob’s Well GMZ: 

The drought recommendation for the Jacob’s Well GMZ is to apply a 20% Curtailment for the month 

of August. 

 

 

 

NOAA Forecasts: 

Temperature – According to the one-month temperature outlook provided by NOAA, there is a 33% 

chance that average temperatures will be lower than those typically observed at that time of year. The 

three-month outlook indicates a 33% chance that average temperatures will be warmer than those 

typically observed at that time of year. 

 



 

Precipitation – According to the one-month precipitation outlook provided by NOAA, there is a 33% 

chance that average rainfall rates will be higher than those typically observed at that time of year. The 

three-month outlook indicates a 33-40% chance that average rainfall rates will be similar to those 

typically observed during that time of year. 

 

 

Drought - The monthly drought outlook provided by NOAA predicts that drought conditions will not be 

present for HTGCD through August 2021. The seasonal drought outlook predicts that drought conditions 

will not be present for HTGCD through October 2021. 

 



August 2021 Water Level Report  

 

On July 14th & 15th, the District conducted its monthly Monitoring Run to gather water 

level data from our monitor well network. All around the District, many wells experienced small 

increases in water levels anywhere from 1-5 feet due to the recent rain. 

Of particular interest are the wells located in the northwestern portion of the District, 

north of Onion Creek and south of Hamilton Pool Road. Last August, many of these long-

standing monitor wells were showing historically low water levels. The water levels for these 

wells have mostly remained stable for the past month, with a couple wells seeing modest 

increases. Of note is the Roman well; the well had been dry since last August, but with the 

recent rainy weather has had water for over a month now. As a matter of fact, the well saw an 

increase of 11.9 feet in water table over the last month. A table of these wells, along with their 

monthly readings, is included below: 

 

Well Name Well Address Jun. Depth Jul. Depth Change Period of Record 

Roman W. Fitzhugh Rd. 305.9 294.0 +11.9 6 years 

Hegemier Stagecoach Ranch Rd. 237.3 236.0 +1.3 8 years 

Whit Hanks Mt. Gainor Rd. 183.7 185.4 -1.7 13 years 

Jack Brown Farrell Ln. 403.4 395.2 +8.2 17 years 

Henly Church Henly Loop 374.3 373.8 +0.5 21 years 
*  Note that the Roman well is currently dry and we are unable to get water levels lower than the pump depth. 

 

 

Additionally, the Skipton Dedicated Monitoring Well located in this area had a small 

increase in comparison to the other wells. The level changed from 402.65 feet in June to 397.97 

in July; an increase of just under 5 feet from last month. The Skipton well provides a strong data 

point for current water level trends because we know the details of the well’s construction and 

we can confirm that those water levels are coming solely from the Middle Trinity aquifer. 

 Soon, it will be August, which last year marked the lowest water level readings that 
many of our oldest wells in this area had ever observed. This monthly report was started to 
keep a close watch on how drought conditions affected the wells in the Henly area, which has 
seen significant negative impacts from previous drought periods. Once the August 2021 
Monitoring Run has been completed, I’ll be working on a more in-depth report to present to 
the board. I’m going to take a more ‘long-term’ approach to the water level data I’ve collected, 
comparing them to the entire history of these wells and figuring out what we might observe 
from these wells in the future. Until then, I look forward to giving you the next water level 
report after the August Monitoring Run. 
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Aquifer health is assessed by 
comparing a well’s current
water level to it’s range of 
historical water levels. 

The northern and south-central 
regions currently show water 
levels close to their lowest since 
2009. The Dripping Springs (DS) 
and Wimberley/Woodcreek (W)
pumping centers being includ-
ed in these historical low water 
levels. The Mt Baldy well in 
Wimberley even being at its 
lowest since late 2000. Portions 
of the eastern and western 
region of the District are also 
showing below normal ground-
water conditions but to a lesser
 degree. The July water levels 
have seen a slight recovery due
 to the May, June, and July rain 
events, but overall are still 
signi�cantly below normal 
conditions.  
The Lower Trinity waters levels 
near the Hays and Travis Co line
are currently at their lowest in 
recorded history (since late 
2011). Conserving during the 
Summer months is essential as 
there is very little recharge con-
tributing to the aquifer in this 
region. 

On average the District 
is in the 19-th historical
percentile.

69-percent of the District
is below the 30th percentile.

Figure.   Data from July 14-15, 2021. Historical percentiles represent the percent of the maximum
historical value for that well. Historical values are from 2008 - 2019. A percent of 0 would represent the lowest 
water level, while 100-percent represents the highest historical water level. Shades of purple represent negative
values, signifying water levels below the 2008-2019 minimum.



Drought Indicators

Monthly Rainfall (in)

Normal Conditions 
(25th - 75th percentile)

Drought Triggers

haysgroundwater.com
Phone: (512) 858-9253 Center Lake Business Park

14101 Hwy 290 W
Bldg. 100, suite 212
Austin, Texas 78737

Fax: (512) 858-2384

Follow us on Social Media!

The District is currently in the 20-percent
curtailment drought stage. Both rivers will 
need to �ow above the 20-percent stage 
(orange dotted line in graphs) for 60 
consectutive days to move out of drought.
To further the severity of the drought, 
both rivers must �ow below the drought’s 
trigger for 30- consecutive days. As of
July 28, the Rivers only need 1 more day
of above drought stage �ow.  

 

The Blanco River, Pedernales River, and
Jacob’s Well are all �owing at or above
 normal conditions (shaded grey area in 
plot).

Throughout May, June, and July the 
District received about 14-inches of 
rainfall allowing surface water and 
groundwater to slightly recover to more 
normal conditions. It is not common for 
the District to recieve a signi�cant amount
of rainfall during the summer so these
conditions may be short-lived.   

Jacob’s Well represents aquifer conditions 
within the Cypress Creek watershed and 
is used as a drought and groundwater
health indicator for the Jacob’s Well 
Groundwater Management Zone.

http://haysgroundwater.com
https://www.facebook.com/HaysTrinity
https://twitter.com/HTGCD
https://www.instagram.com/haysgroundwater
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YEAR PRECIP (IN) 

2010 39.8 

2011 18.9 

2012 25.3 

2013 42.5 

2014 28.5 

2015 48.2 

2016 46.9 

2017 31.7 

2018 39.5 

2019 33.7 

2020 33.3 



 

District Water Levels and Streamflow 

Northern Region 

Southern Region 

Figure.    Streamflow and water levels representing the northern and southern regions of the District. The shaded grey area represents normal 

conditions. Normal conditions have not been established for the Skipton well as there is there is less than 2-years of data. Blue bars on secondary 

x-axis represents monthly rainfall. The Pedernales and Blanco Rivers plots include drought stages represented as dotted lines.  



 

 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 



 
 

August 2021 – TCEQ Update 

 

 This is an update regarding the TCEQ projects that the District has been notified of since 

the previous board meeting on July 1st. 

 

• On July 2nd, the District received notice of the ‘Caliterra Phase 4 Section 12’ project. The 

site is located SW of Misty Meadow and Premier Park Loop. It is described as the 

development of a 42-family residential lot covering roughly 65 acres within the Caliterra 

Subdivision. The District is working on its response to the TCEQ regarding this project. 

 

• On July 13th, the District was notified of the ‘Dripping Springs Commercial’ project. This 

one is located at the intersection of Arrowhead Ranch Blvd. & Hwy. 290. It is a proposed 

6.65 acre commercial lot used for a gas station and retail buildings. The District has not 

yet responded to the TCEQ about this project. 

 

• On July 16th, the District received notice of the ‘Bunker Ranch Cottages East’ project, 

located near the intersection of Bunker Ranch Blvd. and Hwy. 290. It’s described as the 

3.65 acre development of residential garden homes with the typical associated 

impervious cover and water quality controls. The District has not yet responded to the 

TCEQ regarding this project. 



August Science Report 

Regional Recharge Study Zone 

- Collecting water level data from about 60 wells through the Blanco and Cypress Creek 

watershed and Comal Co. to develop a Middle Trinity and Lower Trinity potentiometric surface 

map. 

 

Unit 3 (Upper Glen Rose) implications on recharge throughout Barton Creek watershed 

- Combining Unit 3 mapping with flow measurements, water quality, and water level data to 

investigate the relationship between Barton Creek and the Trinity Aquifer. 

 

Investigating potential surface water contributions to the Trinity Aquifer throughout the Goldenwood 

and neighboring areas 

- Water quality analysis of Middle Trinity wells producing near the Mount Bonnell Fault indicate a 

freshwater source. This freshwater may be coming from the surface via cross-formational flow 

with the Upper Glen Rose or Edwards. 

-  

Modeling 

- BRATWURST 

o County-wide model focusing on surface water/groundwater interactions. 

o Collaborative effort with Hays County, Meadows Center, EAA, BSEACD, and BPGCD. 

- Modeling tool 

o Script that will run user inputted projected pumping scenarios quickly and efficiently. 

o Gives the ability for anyone to run the model scenario; does not require any additional 

programs. 

- Model Runs 

o Running the model with the various projected growth rates for our District to estimate 

the intersection of the DFC and MAG. 

o 2011-like drought with current production, permittees producing at full capacity, and 

HTGCD MAG. 

 


